
REVIEW 

Manley EQP1-A 
Taking the classic Pultec equaliser circuitry of Eugene Shenk, Manley has produced 

the updated EQPI -A EQ. George Shilling checks the price of progress 

ANLEY HAS OFFERED a mono 
Puttee EQ replica for some time. Now, 
due to customer requests, the compa- 
ny has started producing a stereo unit, 

the EQPI -A. The unit uses the Western Electric pas- 
sive EQ circuit found in the original Pultecs (made 
by PULse TEChnology Labs) and it is a measure of 
Manley's diligence, that of the many copyists, it 

curvaceous, so for example with a full boost at 
20Hz there is a 2dB gain at 100Hz, 7dB at 50Hz 
and 13dB at 20Hz. The l ow cuT- interacts with 
the tow ROOST so that when both are turned up 
there is a dip in the frequency response above the 
pivot frequency, the boost occurring lower down 
the frequency spectrum. 

The High Boost section is a quasi -parametric hell- 
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remains the only manufacturer to have taken the 
trouble to track down the original designer Eugene 
Shenk and sought permission to use his circuitry. 
However, the Manley Pultec is not an exact copy - 
the new model includes extra switchable frequencies, 
a Manley- designed make -up gain amplifier and 
power supply. And of course, modern electronic 
components which are made to closer tolerances 
than originals. 

The construction of the unit is in the Manley 
house style: the front panel is thick and sturdy, with 
beautiful legending clearly etched into black anodised 
panels and small, deep knobs with a loose feel, due 
to the Bournes conductive plastic pots that Manley 
insist sound best and are most reliable. Alternatively, 
you can order the mastering version with Grayhill 
24- position gold contact rotary switches, similar to 
the frequency selectors on this unit, but this will cost 
considerably more. The top and bottom panels are 
very thin and rattly metal meshes which might 
vibrate, but in a rack these are probably not a prob- 
lem, and enable proper ventilation of the valves and 
power supply. 

The rear includes inputs and outputs at +4dB on 
jacks and XLRs. A 3- position toggle for each input 
selects 0.0, 180oo (phase reverse) or Direct In: the 
high impedance unbalanced jack input, which bypass- 
es the transformer. Interestingly, original Pultecs had 
three transformers in the signal path. With the abil- 
ity to run this model completely transformerless, 
this unit is much cleaner and quieter than an origi- 
nal, with little discernible or measurable difference 
whether the transformer is in circuit or not. Anyone 
hoping to 'tuheify' their mix might he disappoint- 
ed -this modern valve circuit adds no coloration 
that I could discern, and boasts exceptionally low 
distortion figures. 

All the controls will he familiar to anyone who 
has ever used a Pultec or any copy. The low - 
frequency hand features both CUT and uoosr knobs. 
Like the original EQPI -A3, shelving -only frequen- 
cies are supplied at 20Hz, 30Hz and 60Hz, but 
instead of 100Hz there are 90Hz and 120Hz. 
And like the original, these shelves are gently 

curve boost: there are II selectable frequencies -the 
original EQPI -A3 had only seven. The continuous 
IsANUWuyrtl control interacts with the ttoosT knob: 
when the bandwidth is narrow the boost is greater, 
with up to 20dB again available on all frequency set- 

tings. With frequencies available from 1kHz to I6kHz 
this section is extremely flexible and powerful. 

The High Cut shelf has five frequency settings 
(as opposed to the original's three), which are 
useful for removing unwanted nasty highs, smooth- 
ing harshness, or reducing noise on bass guitar, 
for example. 

With many Pultecs, the Boost -Cut knobs seem 
to have little effect until somewhere past the halfway 
point; then, somewhere around 6 or 7, there is a 

huge sudden change. Not so with the Manley. EQ 
boosts and cuts have a natural progression which 
feels more even, making this unit seem more pow- 
erful at milder settings. Distortion is very low for a 

valve unit, and 1 found no discernible difference 
whether or not the input transformers were in cir- 
cuit. The frequency response easily reaches the 
quoted 70kHz. 

However, I am duty hound to report that during use 

Channel A stopped passing signal, even in Bypass. Ridge 
Farm Studios' chief technician traced the problem to 
several signal wires which were pinched and almost sliced 

between the edge of one of the circuit boards and the 
case, which was surprising to find in a unit from a man- 
ufacturer with a reputation for diligence. Perhaps this 
early example is not representative of subsequent pro- 
duction models. 

In conclusion, I found the unit to be quite unlike 
any Pultec: it is precise, clean and powerful. I quite 
missed the coloration and distortion of a real Pultec, 
but the EQP1 -A exactly achieves its design objec- 
tives and despite lacking fully -parametric controls 
is a surprisingly flexible tool. 

Contact: 
Manley Labs, US. 

Tel: +1 909 627 4256. 
Fax: +1 909 628 2482. 
Net: www.manleylabs. corn 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

powered mic preamps. A 48kHz, 24 -bit, 16 -track hard disk 
recorder uses an internal IDE drive and additional IDE and 

SCSI drives may be connected via front -panel slot or a rear 

panel SCSI interface. Waveform, MIDI, and automation data 

editing via an internal recording- editing engine uses the BelA 

operating system and a powerful graphics engine. Surround 

mixing capabilities include the ability to record a 5.1 mix to 

the internal HD in addition to the original 16 audio tracks 

while each of the 128 -track MIDI sequencer's 64 MIDI 

outputs can be mapped to channel strips on the console. 

and channel strip fadem and knobs can then be assigned to 

output MIDI channel or custom. user -defined MIDI 

messages. A built -in CD -RW drive is included for printing 

surround or stereo mixes. data backup and archiving. and 

importing sounds from audio or data CDs and the DSP 

plug -in technology offers built -in effects by Tascam, TC 

Works and Antares as standard features as well as the 

ability to add new effects as required. Analogue. digital, 

MIDI and computer interfacing includes 16 balanced XLR 

inputs. 16 '/. -inch TRS line inputs. TRS inserts on each 

analogue input, an onboard speaker switcher. eight 

channels of ADAT Optical. two stereo SPDIF inputs (with 

SRC) and outputs. wordclock. two MIDI inputs, four 

MIDI outputs. a SCSI port. two USB ports. a 100Mbits 

Ethernet jack for FTP capabilities. and separate studio 

and control room monitoring. 
The SX -1 will be available in the summer US$8999. 

Tascam, UK. Tel: +44 1923 438880. 

Single speaker stereo 
ESE (Embracing Sound 
Experience) has invented 

a single speaker stereo 

concept with the first 
incarnation of the 

technology coming from 
EMES with its Owl 

monitor. The ESE system 
is based on three parts: a 

2- channel sound generator which works from one point. 

thereby eliminating time and phase errors; an ESE sound 

processor which calls up the information which our brains 

interpret as direction; and a 'nose' between the elements 

which slows air pressure equalisation. 

Current Owl users include producer David Foster. Per 

Hallberg (supervising sound designer for films such as 

Gladiator). and Andreas Carlsson, songwriter for Britney 

Spears. N -Sync. Celine Dion and the Backstreet Boys. 

ESE, Sweden. Tel: +46 8 774 00 40. 

Prism Pro Tools convertors 
Prism Sounds latest addition to its ADA -8 product range 

is the 8C- DIO -PT direct Pro Tools interface module which 

claims to offer a high -end. flexible alternative to the 

Digidesign 888/24 I -O. The ADA -8 can also work with Pro 

Tools systems through the AES3 interface. in which case 

an 888/24 is required. The release of the new Pro Tools 

compatible interface module follows agreement between 

Prism Sound and Digidesign relating to the implementation 

and sale of a compatible interface by Prism Sound. 

Prism, UK. Tel: +44 1223 424988. 

5.1 monitoring with networking 
DynaudioAcoustics and tc electronic have announced the 

AIR Series of 'intelligent' monitor systems. which use 

DSP, networking intelligence and digital amplifiers. Central 

remote control. preset storage and recall, alignment 

flexibility. and precision are the advantages claimed by the 

manufacturers. Built -in DSP enables compensation for 
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